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-Warm Up / Evaluations 
-Parent Meeting / Sign Up 
-Colors grouped with Jerseys 
-Working Skills Curriculum 
-Sunday puck achievements 
-Certifying Coaches 
 

 

Weeks 1-7 
Sept-Nov  

Weeks 9-15 
Nov – Jan  

-Refreshed Color Groupings 
-Working Skills Curriculum 
-Sunday puck achievements 

 

-Final Color Groupings Made 
-Working Skills Curriculum 
-Sunday puck achievements 
-Year End Party Windup 
-Racing for Red Spring Dev 

 

Weeks 17-23 
Jan – Mar  

Week 8 
Games & 

Prizes 
 

Week 16 
Games & 

Prizes 



 

 

 

 

 

 
The Jr. Hawks program is built to create fun and positive first steps to hockey skill development.  The emphasis of the program 

is placed on developing skills with similar skilled players at a pace dictated by the players own personal achievements.  This 

allows players to focus on having fun and learning skills in a graduated program based on the Hockey Canada curriculum 

and practice plans so that they learn and develop all the necessary skills to take them to U7 and on to future levels of hockey. 

 

 

 

 

 

Players are evaluated at the onset of the season, with most new players starting the Jr. Hawks program in the entry White 

Level where they will begin their pathway through the program.   

Players will progress through a three step graduated skill development programs starting at White and moving through Black, 

and finally Red.  By following the Hockey Canada Development model we should have most of our players arrive at Red by the 

end of their season.  Once players have been evaluated and placed in to their appropriate color levels, groups of similar skilled 

players will be formed into groups and a schedule of their ice time will be created by the division director. At that point the 

lead development coach and the parent volunteers will be assigned to the ice times to start the program.  

The season structure will be set up in to three blocks known as Periods. The Periods are 6-7 weeks long and will conclude with 

a Fun   Jamboree. Practice Squads will practice together for the duration of one Period, at the conclusion players will be divided 

into Jamboree teams and play with in a balanced grouping. After the Jamboree, players will be assigned new practice squads 

based on their current progression in the colored level groups. This allows players to get familiar with more players within the 

program as well as have the opportunity to be coached by different coaches. 

Coaches will keep an up to date log of their players progression through the Graduated Program so that once in while during 

the sessions players completing a level can be recognized at the end of practice when they have completed their current level. 

At the end of the weekend practice players moving to the next level will be presented their completion puck and 

corresponding coloured jersey. 

The program is also structured in a way that coaches get to move around through the season to develop their own skills as 

they will learn to coach various skills but also learn to focus on specific skill sets and learn how to modify and adapt to 

individual player needs.  This will allow coaches to work on developing their own coaching delivery while working within the 

framework of the Hockey Canada Development model. Weekly coarse plans for each of the 3 levels will be given to them to 

take a lot of the guess work out so that they are working at the skills prescribed to the level they are coaching. We encourage 

parents to get involved even if they don’t have hockey experience. It’s a very rewarding role and the kids need good mentors 

and people to lead them. All coaches will need to have completed all the mandatory certifications to participate. 

The success of this program is the keeping the learning environment fun, adaptable and allowing our Jr. Hawks to develop at 

their own pace while rewarding the completion of goals and celebrating their attempts! 

 

 

 

        Mission Statement 

        Program Overview 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Another aspect of the program is to encourage more parent participation with in the program.  Encouraging parents to come 

and join as Coaches, Ice Helpers, HSP and Managers.   As the program will be administered from a distance, the need for 

parents participation is going to be more important on the ice then off.  The opportunity for parents to learn more about team 

management will come during the Jamboree sessions when Managers will be assigned a team and will be responsible for 

organizing the group on the day of the Jamboree.  

It will be important for the program to promote and encourage more parents to become certified with Hockey Canada so that 

along with our players, our core of HSP, Managers and Coaches grow and develop along with our Jr. Hawks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 Jamborees will be planned and played over the course of the season.  Each Jamboree will mark the end of the Period in 

which the colored groups will change. This is designed to let our Jr. Hawks have fun playing the game they have worked so 

hard to develop their skills as well as allow coaches to get a better idea where players are developing and to see if the skills 

that have been focused on over the past weeks are transferring to game play. 

Teams will be formed in a balanced format with players of similar levels playing with each other to allow the games to be fair 

and fun! Each team will be selected prior to the tournament by evenly distributing players from each of the skill levels to 

make the teams.  Each team will be assigned a coach from the pool of coaches in the Jr.Hawks program. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As the Jr. Hawks players progress through their development program they will be recognized for each level of their achievement. 

Once a player demonstrates they can execute each skill as outlined in the curriculum the player will be awarded the color puck in 

which they passed at the end of the Sunday ice time session. This player would then be given the next level color jersey and moved 

to the next level group at the end of the 7 week block/period. These pucks are positive reinforcement and also teaches players to 

strive for their goals as they keep moving to the next level.  

 

        Parent Participation 

        Jamboree Format 

 

        Puck Grad Recognition 

 



 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

             Color Jerseys / Pucks / Curriculum 

 

Level 3 - Red Level 2 - Black Level 1 - White 

1. Basic hockey stance 

2. Getting up from the ice 

3. Forward 2 foot glide 

4. Lateral crossovers- step and plant 

5. T start 

6. 1 o clock 11 o clock stops 

7. Forward sculling 

8. Glide turn 

9. Forward stride 

10.Stationary cross-body stickhandles 

 

1. Forward one-foot glide 

2. Forward single leg C cut 

3. Backwards skating 

4. Lateral crossover continuous 

5. Backward 2 foot glide 

6. V start 

7. Forward tight turn 

8. Stationary side/front/side stickhandles 

9. Cone weave with puck 

10.Sweep shot 

 

1. Forward c cut around circle 

2. Forward crossover around circle 

3. Backward C cut 

4. Backward 2 foot stop 

5. Crossover start 

6. Forward tight turn with puck 

7. Cross body stickhandles in motion 

8. Open ice puck carry forehand/backhand 

9. Stationary forehand/backhand passes 

10. Bank pass 

 

1. Forward Fig 8 inside edge 

2. Forward Fig 8 outside edge 

3. Forward 2 foot stop 

4. Backward 1 foot glide 

5. Pivot- linear 

6. Stationary Stickhandles Fig 8 

7. Puck dot stickhandles feet straddle 

8. Forehand pass, backhand receive 

9. Backhand pass, forehand receive 

10.Lead pass 

 

1. Backward c cut around circle 

2. Pivot- change direction 

3. Lateral crossover- over a stick 

4. Forward jump stride 

5. Forward heel cuts 

6. Moving side/front/side stickhandle 

7. Moving pass and receive forehand 

8. Moving pass & receive backhand 

9. Forehand low wrist shot 

10.Backhand low wrist shot 

 

1. Mohawk turn 

2. Backward crossovers 

3. Forward slalom 

4. Backward tight turns 

5. Bwd 1 foot stop & x over start 

6. Forehand high wrist shot 

7. Backhand high wrist shot 

8. Fwd x over around circle w/ puck 

9. Escape move with puck 

10. Body and stick fakes 

 


